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Abstract - Try to evaluate Anti - Cell concept from which 

disappearance of mass i.e., man into energy and vice 

versa to be imagined. Using the principle of time dilation 

how to produce 14 years child theoretically is calculated. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In this universe every particle has its own Anti - 

Particle except elementary particles. The particle and 

Anti - Particle exist sometimes as pairs. Under suitable 

conditions the particle and Anti - Particle combine to 

form energy and for some special conditions also 

energy dissociated to form particle and Anti - Particle. 

 

ANTI - PARTICLE CONCEPT 

 

The Particle combined with Anti - Particle, their mass 

annihilated energy appeared. For example, Electron 

and Positron combination gives 2-Gamma rays 

Electron + Positron > 2-Gamma rays 

Under certain conditions and circumstances energy, in 

the present case 2-gamma rays dissociate to form 

particle and Anti - Particle here Electron and Positron 

are again formed. 

2-Gamma rays > Electron + Positron 

 

ANTI - CELL CONCEPT 

 

Cell is the basic structure of a human body. The cell 

consists of Golgi bodies, Chromatin, Nucleus, 

Vacuoles, Cytoplasm, Centrosomes, Lysosomes, 

Plasma membrane, Rough Endoplasmic Reticulum, 

Smooth Endoplasmic Reticulum, Mitochondria etc. 

parts. The collection of cells together to perform 

certain activity is called tissues. Number of tissues 

work collectively to form an organ. In our body 

Lysosomes are suicidal bags under certain conditions 

they produce powerful acids and destroy all the cell 

parts in another way Lysosomes eaten all the cell parts. 

In our body, in any condition these Lysosomes create 

a cell? Or any other cell part in our body is ready to 

create a cell? or cell division increases abnormally to 

produce a person in a day under suitable conditions? 

Ancient Indian’s used a special technique to separate 

soul from our body and move our soul in the entire 

universe, after completion of work soul added to our 

body. This technique is called Parakayapravesam 

given in life history of Sri Aadisankaracharya, a saint 

of Hindu’s. 

I assumed that Cell in our body has Anti – Cell present 

in our body or created externally under suitable 

conditions. The cell and Anti – Cell of a human body 

are combined; both are disappeared to form energy. 

Then a person travels with a velocity less than /equal 

to/greater than the velocity of light, so moves 

anywhere in this universe. For example, see the moon 

surface/go to near planet/ observe near star/if possible, 

travel to the distance star etc. works without body, 

because energy has scope to move all over the world 

and see all the things directly and finally came to the 

earth surface without any problem. The total energy 

combined in a room or any place again body can be 

produced. 

 

ARTIFICIAL BABY CRETAED BY DIFFERENT 

TECHNIQUES 

 

Now there are so many types of techniques are 

discovered to prepare artificial zygote, for example 

test tube baby is created after one week and so on 

placed on the fetus of mother/women the child is 

growing next nine months naturally. After birth baby 

brain grows rapidly within few months (12+) they can 

talk and walk etc. Recently a born baby walk on the 

floor for supporting a hand given to her is a miracle. 

The brain growth of that baby is greater than ordinary 

baby, then what is difference of brain growth we can 

estimate. This is a special case, or any baby can grow 

like this by giving sufficient food / sufficient medicine 
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(proteins, minerals etc. useful for the growth of a brain 

maturity of a born baby). 

 

WHAT IS TIME DIALATION 

 

Time Dilation  concept, came from Einstein’s theory 

of relativity explained that a person moves with a 

velocity equal to velocity of light his length becomes 

zero means we cannot see a person, mass becomes 

infinity mass increases abnormally and time becomes 

infinity means there is no change in time. Then find, 

with what velocity moving a zygote using time 

dilation to produce a child at the age of 14 years 

discussed below. 

 

HOW TO CREATE A TEENAGER CHILD 

 

A teenager child at the age of fourteen years grown 

artificially by using Time Dilation process is as 

follows 

T = To /( 1 2 2 ½  - V/C) 

Here T is the estimated time 

To is the present time 

V is the velocity of Zygote and  

C is the velocity of light 

 

In the present calculation the artificial baby created at 

the age of 14 years, for that velocity of gygote be 

calculated as given below 

T = 14 years = 14 x 365 days (approximately ) 

To = 30 days  

V = ? 

C = 3x10 8 m/s 

 

Substituting these values in the above equation we get 

14 x365      = 30 / (1 2 2 ½  - V/C) 

14 x 365     = 30 x C/ (C2 – V)2 ½ 

(C2 – V)2 ½  = 30 x C / 14 x 365 

      = 30 x C /5110 

                   = 0.00587084149 x C 

 

Squaring on both sides, we get 

C2 - V2  = 3.44667798e - 5 x C2  

C2 (1 – 3.44667798e-5 ) = V2 

V2 = ( 0.999965533 ) C2 

V = 0.999982766 x C 

V = 0.999982766 x 3x10 8 

V = 2.9999483 x 10 8 m/s 

 

If Zygote moves with a velocity equal to 2.9999483 x 

10 8 m/s, then fourteen years child developed within 

one month. In our time we must give nutritious food 

every day, then child obtained at the age of 14 is 

healthy. 

CONCLUSION 

 

There  must  be compulsory Anti – Cell exists, we must 

try to extract that Anti–Cell in our body or created Anti 

– Cell or small change in Lysosomes becomes Anti – 

Particle try in this way. The combination of Cell and 

Anti – Cell creates an energy, that energy moves easily 

with high speeds, then we go to see extra-terrestrial 

objects without body, and again came to earth focused 

on a room / place becomes massive. Just like photons 

(light Particles) sometimes behaves as particle and 

sometimes behave like wave i.e., dual in nature. 

If we create a Zygote artificially and moves with a 

velocity equal to 2.9999483 x 10 8 m/s, then we can 

create a child at the age 14 years is possible. Try in this 

route also, the child create is mentally matured at the 

time of coming out of our experiment. Generally, the 

child physical appearance is same as normally born 

child at the age of 14 years. This entire phenomenon 

in a  pleasant place we get a very good child useful to 

our society is obtained. 
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